
 

  



 

 

Who are we?   

Team Orbit: Our aim is to become a world‐known eSports brand, to work with 

partners, sponsors, other organizations and communities in order to improve 

eSports and work on bringing professional gaming to a wider global audience.  

Team Orbit are an International eSports Organization, founded in Sweden 2013. It was 

created by a merging from existing teams and organisations under the new name; 

Orbit. We were built on the foundations of over 12 years of relevant experience 

within the competitive gaming scene  with backgrounds from both console and PC 

scenes. We have experience in a variety of games, including Call of Duty, Halo, 

Counter Strike, Dota, Starcraft, League of Legends and Red Alert 3.  

 
Due to this impressive versatility, depth of knowledge and invaluable experience 
possessed by staff of all levels within Team Orbit, we have created a team ready for 
everything eSports has to throw at us.   

 

Team Orbit are currently focused on the Call of Duty Series, Counter Strike, and FIFA. 
However, due to our extensive knowledge of other eSports will we will be  
ultimately looking to expand across to other titles, such as League of Legends and 
other  
games. 

 

The stage is no  

Orbit is ready to sky rocket and take the eSports world by storm.   

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

What can  we  do  for you? 

 Orbit have a highly competitive eSports team, capable of promoting your brand to the over 

50 million people who tune in to eSports per year.  

 Promote your company in a safe and professional manner   

 Reach out to the 1.8 million followers of various eSports companies that host the events per 

year.   

 Become a member of one of the fastest growing eSportsorganisations in 2014, with a team 

qualifying for the Call of Duty World Championships 2014  Watched by over 1 million people 

from the XBOX Dashboard.   

 Join a community that has seen a 330% increase in views per year, providing new jobs and 

careers for a huge and growing community.    

 Join a company that has existing partnerships with some of the biggest groups in eSports; 

including MLG.tv, Hauppauge, Scuf Gaming and Gamers Apparel. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Teams 

Here at Team Orbit, we have two teams and one FIFA Gamer in order to maximize our 

achievements and push our sponsors out into multiple different medias and skill levels. If 

serious about investing into our organization, we want to introduce you to the teams that will 

carry your brand to the battlefront and make you more widely known around the world! 

 

 

Orbit.Sweden 

Nicklas‘NikzeN‘Sjöström 

Anton ‘Annti’Ericsson 

David ‘Dswe’Stahlin 

Robin‘Disse’Olsson 

 

 

-

guns; with back to back Svecup victories as well as plenty of LAN experience including 2nd place at 

Reflex, Amsterdam. This team is looking to make a name for themselves and for the Team Orbit 

organisation. Keep an eye on Nikzen, Annti, DSWE and Disse as they practice and learn the game 

together, enough to rival that of the top teams across the world. 

Orbit Sweden  Accomplishments: Personal invite to Gamescom in Cologne, Germany to play the newest Call of 

duty, Advanced Warfare.  Placed 2
nd

 at Reflex, Amsterdam against some of the top teams in EU. 

 

 



 

 

Orbit.NA  

Spencer‘CrooK‘Hunt 

Adam‘GodRX’Brown 

Joey‘Stringo’Giammatteo 

Jake‘Chubbz’brown 

Our Orbit NA team has been brought together under former Sinister Gaming, and united under one 

cause; and in doing so, conquered impressive feats almost instantly. This team consists of endowed, 

up and coming  individuals who are currently achieving top placements in UMG and Gamebattles 

tournaments. They're already competing alongside and against the greatest players in North 

America; in the likes of wager matches and scrims. They're a team on a definite rise to success. 

 

Orbit.Fifa 

Alexander‘Aleri‘Eriksson 

We are proud to present our FIFA gamer, 

Aleri. He will be representing Team 

Orbit in the 2015 season. He will be 

competing at all major Swedish LAN events 

and perhaps some a little further afield. Aleri is the Top 3rd FIFA player in Sweden and has some 

Swedish LAN events under his belt including ESWC. He will achieve for Team Orbit a lot of top 

placements in 2015. 

 

Orbit Aleri  Accomplishments: 3:a Svenska Mästerskapen FIFA 12, 1/32 Virgingaming Challenge Series, Las Vegas 

(VM) FIFA 13, 3:a Metallsvenskan FIFA 13, 4:a Svenska Mästerskapen FIFA 13, 1:a ESWC (Electronic Sports World 

Cup) Sverige FIFA 14, 1:a Cashligan höst, Folsweden.se FIFA 14, 2:a Cashligan vår, Folsweden.se FIFA 14, 

 . 

 



 

 

Orbit.CS:GO  

Alexander‘Skykitten‘Carlsson 

Jacob‘Pyth’Mourujarvi 

Andreas‘maxaki’andersson 

mikail‘eksem’bill 

Jonas‘PB’pettersson 

Our Orbit CS:GO team has been put together with some of the top players in CS:GO.  Placing in the 

top of many of the tournaments and events they have attended, they will be sure to be an 

unstoppable force. 

ORBIT.CS:GO  Accomplishments: 1st IOS Dreamhack Summer 2013 qualifier, 1
st
 Techlabs Minsk 2013, 1

st
 Intel Extreme 

Masters qual, Inferno online 2012, 1
st
 Dreamhack Valencia, 2

nd
 NLAN, 3

rd
 MSI Beat it China, 1

st
 RendesvouZ #40, 1

st
 IOS 

Dreamhack Summer 2013 qualifier, 1
st
 Techlabs Minsk 2013, 1st. IOL, 1

st
 Rendezvous #18, 3

rd
 Rendezvous #5, 

1
st
 TheGathering, 1st BÄÄTALAN, 1

st
 ByLan, 2

nd
 NLAN.  Among many more! 

 

Future    Events 

 



 

 

Current Sponsors 

Team Orbit is currently backed by some of the top and best companies in the world.  We are 

dedicated to promoting them to the highest standards.  We aim to give maximum exposure to 

any businesses supporting us.  We promote on our jerseys, live streams and direct weekly on all 

of our social media. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Social Media Statistics                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Management and Social Media team  

Team Orbit is a leading new organisation and as such we require only the highest standards  

from both our staff team and our players. Our management team include not only people  

who are experienced and professional in the world of eSports, but known individuals who  

 

 

 Our President; PATRIK ANDERSSON.  (@OrbitGorDO)  

 

The organisation was founded by PatrikAndersson and Wesley De Herdt, with years of experience in 

eSports and previous members of other clans. All major decisions and business decisions are made 

via these gentlemen with final vote of PatrikAndersson, who provides the solid backbone needed to 

run this organisation.   

 

We are extremely proud to present the second tier management of our organisation. We have a 

very diverse but equally experienced group of people who are all valuable assets to Team Orbit. Our 

managers are all experienced in dealing with huge companies, such as GAME, SCUF, Hauppauge 

among other well‐ tting their hands muddy! Having had a 

combined total of over 40 years 

scene and contain a mass amount of knowledge in competitive gaming and mass promotion.   

You can find more information about each individual on their relevant Twitter page. 

 

Our N.A. Manager; Robert Meade      @Orbit_Skoal 

Public Relations; Toshiro Yagyu      @Orbit_Toshiro

Our General Manager France : Florent Quédreux       @Orbit_Raz0r 

Our Co-Owner; James Kane     @Orbit_Lost

 Our General Manager; Brian Gardner     @Orbit_ZeBrain 

Our Co-General Manager France :  Jordan  Burdin     @Orbit_Norways



 

 

Thank you and contact links  

Thank you for taking your valuable time to read our Team Orbit proposal. We have spent  

hours compiling this information and we hope you find us to be a valuable asset. We wish  

you luck in searching for your ideal partner organisation, and we hope you consider  

working with us for the foreseeable future.   

If you require more information, or do wish to work with us in the future, contact us using  

the following contact methods below.  

Thank you again,  

 

Team Orbit  

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT US  

Team Orbit - @TeamOrbitPro 

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/TeamOrbitPro  

Website  www.team-orbit.eu  

DailyMotion http://www.dailymotion.com/teamorbitpro 

E-Mail - info@Team-orbit.eu 


